make your place a SAFE PLACE OF WORSHIP

A place of worship should be a place of safety and peace. Guest Supply, a world leader in hospitality supplies, has partnered with Ecolab, an expert in cleaning solutions, to provide comprehensive cleaning programs to help you create a clean and safe environment for your parishioners and staff.

CLASSIC, VALUE AND PREMIER PACKAGES

• MULTISURFACE & GLASS CLEANERS
  Designed to reduce the potential hazard of disease-causing bacteria

• MULTISURFACE DISINFECTANT CLEANERS
  Easily remove greasy soil or film

• STAINLESS & FURNITURE POLISHES
  Keep all metal and wood surfaces shiny and clean

• SPECIALTY BATHROOM CLEANERS
  Disinfect and easily attack stubborn mold and mildew

• SMALL CASE PACKS
  Allow orders of smaller quantities of supplies
CLASSIC PACKAGE: Starter products for use in everyday applications

Keystone Peroxide Disinfectant and Glass Cleaner
This EPA registered product has a comprehensive claim set and can disinfect surfaces in as fast as 5 minutes. Recommended for cleaning and disinfecting hard surfaces, including streak-free performance on glass. Pleasant and mild fragrance. 0039167 — 32oz

Keystone Satin Shine Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish - Aerosol
Steal back some time with our easy, one-step stainless steel cleaner that cleans, protects and restores with no greasy film. For all metals, including beverage machines, coolers, equipment, refrigerators and service-line equipment. 0035762 — 6-16oz

Keystone Air & Fabric Freshener
This advanced formula bonds with the most stubborn odors like smoke, food and urine to quickly clear the air. Colorless formula leaves no residue, just fresh air. 0032648 — 6-32oz

Keystone Asepticare Disinfectant
Aerosol. Ready-to-use disinfectant/virucide formulated disinfect hard surfaces and deodorize in one step. Leaves a pleasant honeysuckle scent. Can be used on door handles, light switches, hampers and toilet seats. 0038695 — 6-14oz

VALUE PACKAGE: Enhanced specialty product offering to deliver exceptional cleanliness

Keystone Peroxide Disinfectant and Glass Cleaner
This EPA registered product has a comprehensive claim set and can disinfect surfaces in as fast as 5 minutes. Recommended for cleaning and disinfecting hard surfaces, including streak-free performance on glass. Pleasant and mild fragrance. 0039167 — 32oz

Keystone Satin Shine Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish - Aerosol
Steal back some time with our easy, one-step stainless steel cleaner that cleans, protects and restores with no greasy film. For all metals, including beverage machines, coolers, equipment, refrigerators and service-line equipment. 0035762 — 6-16oz

Keystone Air & Fabric Freshener
This advanced formula bonds with the most stubborn odors like smoke, food and urine to quickly clear the air. Colorless formula leaves no residue, just fresh air. 0032648 — 6-32oz

Keystone Asepticare Disinfectant
Aerosol. Ready-to-use disinfectant/virucide formulated disinfect hard surfaces and deodorize in one step. Leaves a pleasant honeysuckle scent. Can be used on door handles, light switches, hampers and toilet seats. 0038695 — 6-14oz

PREMIER PACKAGE: The most advanced package providing a clean and safe environment for your guests

Keystone Peroxide Disinfectant and Glass Cleaner
This EPA registered product has a comprehensive claim set and can disinfect surfaces in as fast as 5 minutes. Recommended for cleaning and disinfecting hard surfaces, including streak-free performance on glass. Pleasant and mild fragrance. 0039167 — 32oz

Keystone Satin Shine Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish - Aerosol
Steal back some time with our easy, one-step stainless steel cleaner that cleans, protects and restores with no greasy film. For all metals, including beverage machines, coolers, equipment, refrigerators and service-line equipment. 0035762 — 6-16oz

Keystone Air & Fabric Freshener
This advanced formula bonds with the most stubborn odors like smoke, food and urine to quickly clear the air. Colorless formula leaves no residue, just fresh air. 0032648 — 6-32oz

Keystone Crème Cleanser
Quickly removes difficult spots, soap scum buildup, rust, scuffs, grease, rubber marks and more. Light, lemon fragrance provides a clean, fresh-smelling environment. 0032644 — 6-32oz

Keystone Vigoroso
Built to dissolve and destroy grease, dirt, oil and more from multiple surfaces. Ready-to-use formula allows for use in multiple applications. 0035758 — 4-32oz

Keystone Wave3D Cucumber Melon Urinal Screen
Neutralize odor and provide a long-lasting, fresh scent to keep the urinal and restroom smelling clean and fresh. These urinal screens are ready-to-use and easy-to-install. 0043254 — 6 Pack

Keystone Furniture Polish Aerosol (Oil-Based)
Cleans and protects wood furniture, metal, leather, chrome, stainless steel and vinyl surfaces. 0035759 — 6-17oz

Keystone Asepticare Disinfectant
Aerosol. Ready-to-use disinfectant/virucide formulated disinfect hard surfaces and deodorize in one step. Leaves a pleasant honeysuckle scent. Can be used on door handles, light switches, hampers and toilet seats. 0038695 — 6-14oz

Call (800) 772-7676 to place an order today. Visit guestsupply.com for more sanitizing, disinfecting, cleaning and paper products